We consider the Monge-Kantorovich problem with transportation cost equal to distance and a relaxed mass balance condition: instead of optimally transporting one given distribution of mass onto another with the same total mass, only a given amount of mass, m, has to be optimally transported. In this partial problem the given distributions are allowed to have different total masses and m should not exceed the least of them. We derive and analyze a variational formulation of the arising free boundary problem in optimal transportation. Furthermore, we introduce and analyse the finite element approximation of this formulation using the lowest order Raviart-Thomas element. Finally, we present some numerical experiments where both approximations to the optimal transportation domains and the optimal transport between them are computed.
Introduction
The classical Monge-Kantorovich (MK) problem in optimal transportation consists in finding an optimal mass preserving map from one distribution of mass, f + , onto another one, f − . In the relaxed formulation of this problem due to Kantorovich, the map is replaced by a transport plan, a measure minimizing the transportation cost C := Ω×Ω c(x, y) γ(x, y) (1.1) among all measures γ ∈ M + (Ω×Ω) satisfying A×Ω γ = A f + and Ω×A γ = A f − for any Borel set A ⊆ Ω. Here Ω is a connected bounded open set in R n such that the supports of f + and f − are in Ω; and c(x, y) is the cost function, usually determined by the distance d Ω (x, y) measured inside Ω. In addition, M + (·) is the set of non-negative Radon measures, whilst the set of all Radon measures will be denoted by M(·). Clearly, if a solution exists, the two distributions should have the same mass, m = Ω f + = Ω f − < ∞.
The problem has a variety of applications and has been studied recently with a renewed interest, see [1, 13, 14, 21] . Numerical methods have been derived for the quadratic cost function (cost equals square of the distance), see [7, 3] and the references therein; and, more recently, for the so called L 1 MK problems where the cost function is linear (cost equals distance), see [5] .
In the latter work the cost c(x, y) of transporting one unit of mass from a point x ∈ Ω to a point y ∈ Ω was assumed equal to the generalized distance where k : Ω → R >0 is a given function. In this case an equivalent dual formulation of the MK problem, see [8] and also [1, 19] , can be written for a vectorial measure q, representing the transport flux, C = min Here ∂Ω is the boundary of Ω with normal ν; and the constraints are understood in the sense:
4) where ·, · C(Ω) is the duality pairing on [C(Ω)] ⋆ × C(Ω) with M(Ω) ≡ [C(Ω)]
⋆ being the dual of C(Ω), and is naturally extended to vector arguments. The dual formulation (1.3) was the basis of the present authors numerical approximation in [5] . We note that the flux contains all the information on the direction and density of the optimal transportation and its cost; but there as well as in this paper, we do not find the optimal plan γ.
If the total masses do not agree, the maximal mass that can be transferred from f + to f − is m = min{ Ω f + , Ω f − }. Determining an optimal transportation plan for this amount m, we will call an unbalanced MK problem. One can also seek an optimal transportation plan for a given amount of mass, m < min{ Ω f + , Ω f − }, which we will call a partial MK problem. The unbalanced and partial MK problems are free boundary problems, as the optimal transportation domains, as well as the optimal plan, have to be found. These problems have been recently introduced and studied theoretically, mainly for the quadratic cost function, by Caffarelli and McCann [10] . In this work we consider the unbalanced and partial MK problems with the linear transportation cost (L 1 MK problems).
First, we reformulate the problem as a balanced one over an extended region Ω E ⊃ Ω by introducing fictitious sources and an auxiliary zone of free transportation Σ (a free Dirichlet region, see [9] ) in such a way that if the balanced transportation plan is optimal, only the required mass m is directly transported in Ω from f + to f − , and this part of the transport plan is a solution to the partial MK problem.
Secondly, we make use of the dual formulation (1.3), which is equivalent to the balanced L 1 MK problem also if there is a closed free Dirichlet set. In this case d Ω E ,k (x, y) becomes a semidistance, since k| Σ = 0, and the equivalence was shown by Pratelli [19] under the assumption that k ≥ k 0 > 0 in Ω E \ Σ and is a lower semicontinuous function. We will assume for simplicity that k ≡ 1 in Ω and is extended to 1 in Ω E \ Σ, and make use of the special structure of the auxiliary balanced problem to simplify the flux formulation (1.3) , and arrive at a new variational formulation of the partial L 1 MK problem, see (2.7) below. A further simplification is possible for the unbalanced problem, where some constraints can be accounted for directly, see (2.10) ; and this is our reason to distinguish between these two cases. We note that a different approach to the resolution of unbalanced L 2 MK problems has been suggested in [6] .
Recently, Ekeland [11] has studied theoretically, for the quadratic cost function, the following optimal matching problem. Several kinds of goods, whose spatial distributions are given measures f (i) ∈ M + (Ω) with the same total Ω f (i) = m, have to be brought together to produce m units of a final product (one unit of each of these constitutive parts is necessary to manufacture one unit of the final product). It is required to determine the measure g ∈ M + (Ω) such that Ω g = m and the total cost of transporting all the measures f (i) onto g is minimal. Here we show that our variational formulation of the unbalanced MK problem can be easily adapted, see (2.11) below, and used for the numerical approximation of the partial L 1 optimal matching problem for a given m = Ω g ≤ min{ Ω f (i) } with the measures f (i) not necessarily balanced.
To approximate the problems numerically, we first regularize the non-differentiable function |v| in (2.7), (2.10) and (2.11) by 1 r |v| r . In Section 3, we prove existence and uniqueness to the Euler-Lagrange equations of these regularized problems; and, in addition, show subsequence convergence, as r → 1, to the Euler-Lagrange inequality systems associated with (2.7), (2.10) and (2.11) . This proves existence of a solution to these inequality systems and hence to the associated minimization problems (2.7), (2.10) and (2.11).
In Section 4 we discretize the resulting regularized Euler-Lagrange systems using the Raviart-Thomas finite element of the lowest order with vertex sampling on nonlinear terms. We prove well-posedness of these approximations; and, moreover, we prove con-vergence as the mesh parameter, h, goes to zero. In Section 5 we introduce, and prove convergence of, augmented Lagrangian methods to handle the constraints in the resulting problems. In Section 6 we discuss algorithms to solve the resulting nonlinear algebraic systems. Finally, in Section 7 we present numerical experiments to show the effectiveness of our approach. In these experiments, we use adaptive mesh refinement to improve the accuracy of the flux near its singularities and to enhance the resolution of the free boundaries surrounding the domains in Ω from/to which the mass is directly transported.
Finally, we note that our formulation for the unbalanced MK problem collapses in the classical balanced case to an interesting modification of the standard variational formulation in terms of the transport flux. In addition, the derived numerical method for the unbalanced MK problem solves the balanced problem at least as efficiently as the mixed scheme in [5] .
2 Unbalanced and Partial L 1
MK Problems
Let Ω ⊂ R n be a connected bounded open Lipschitz set, f + , f − ∈ M + (Ω) be the two non-negative mass distributions and m ∈ (0, min{ Ω f + , Ω f − } ] be the amount of mass that should be transported from f + to f − . Following [10] we define the set Γ ≤ (f + , f − ) as the subset of M + (Ω × Ω) whose left and right marginals are dominated by f
Our aim is to solve the partial (unbalanced) L 1 MK problem, i.e. to minimize the cost functional
For ease of exposition, we have assumed here that k ≡ 1 in Ω.
Let us imbed the space R n ≡ {x} ≡ {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n } into R n+1 ≡ {x, x n+1 } as the subspace x n+1 = 0. We then define two auxiliary sources, f − , f + ∈ M + (Ω), supported in two parallel hyperplanes, x n+1 = ℓ and x n+1 = −ℓ, respectively, where
and such that
see Figure 1 . We assume that the transport in these two auxiliary hyperplanes, x n+1 = ±ℓ, is free, i.e. k = 0 on them, so that the distribution of the sources in each hyperplane is
The planes, sources and fluxes.
unimportant. We assume that k = 1 everywhere else in R n+1 . On noting (2.2), the resulting MK problem is then balanced in
where δ ∈ M(R) with R δ = 1 and supp(δ) = {0}. Since the auxiliary hyperplanes, x n+1 = ±ℓ, are a distance ℓ from the main one, x n+1 = 0; it follows from (2.1) that the transportation cannot be optimal if any material is transported to the main hyperplane from an auxiliary one (or vice versa) and then back. Let Ω ± be open Lipschitz sets such that supp(f ± ) ⊆ Ω ± ⊆ Ω. Then as the transport in the auxiliary hyperplanes is free, optimal interplane transport brings, via straight transport rays orthogonal to the main hyperplane and all having the same length ℓ, the mass Ω f + from the lower auxiliary hyperplane to Ω − in the main hyperplane and transfers the mass Ω f − from Ω + in the main hyperplane to the upper hyperplane. We denote the corresponding fluxes as q ± (x) e n+1 , x ∈ Ω ± , respectively, where e n+1 ∈ R n+1 is the unit vector in the direction of increasing x n+1 . We introduce also the characteristic function χ A such that χ A (y) = 1 if y ∈ A, and otherwise χ A (y) = 0. The optimal flux, q ∈ R n+1 , in Ω E should then have the following form:
Here Q(x) ∈ R n is the flux confined to the main hyperplane, x n+1 = 0, and q ± F (x) ∈ R n is the free transport flux in the auxiliary hyperplanes x n+1 = ±ℓ. In the above and below, we have extended q ± from Ω ± by zero.
Substituting (2.3) into corresponding dual formulation, (1.3), for the auxiliary balanced problem over Ω E , we have that
The corresponding mass balance equation, (1.4), over Ω E with the auxiliary sources yields for (2.3) that
As we are not directly interested in the free flux q ± F , since it does not appear in (2.4), and the distribution of the auxiliary sources f ± in Ω is not important; we need only consider constant test functions ϕ in the equations (2.5b,c). In which case, they collapse, on noting (2.2), to the mass balance equations
Minimizing (2.4), on recalling from (2.1) that moving mass to/from an auxiliary plane and back cannot be optimal, yields that q ± ≥ 0. On the other hand, the cost of transport between planes is the same for any admissible flux (2.3) with q ± ≥ 0. Hence the transportation inside the main plane, Q, should itself be optimal for any optimal plan (2.3) subject to the constraints (2.5a) and (2.6).
as the set of triples (Q, q + , q − ) satisfying (2.5a) and (2.6), we arrive at the following variational formulation of the partial L 1 MK problem for given ℓ satisfying (2.1):
We note that the minimum value is C + ℓ
In addition, the problem can be simplified in the unbalanced case. If 
diam(Ω) with respect to d Ω,1 , recall (1.2); then (Q−Q ⋆ , 0, q − ) ∈ K P and contradicts (Q, q + , q − ) being a minimizer of (2.7). Hence q + ≡ 0 and (2.5a) yields that q − = ∇ . Q − f + + f − in Ω and Q . ν = 0 on ∂Ω in a weak sense. Hence both conditions in (2.6) are satisfied automatically; similarly, if
we have the following variational formulation of the unbalanced L 1 MK problem for given ℓ satisfying (2.1):
For the balanced L 1 MK problem, q + = q − = 0 and we deduce from (2.7) the known variational formulation (1.3) with k ≡ 1. However, here we obtain also (2.10) as an alternative formulation, which is equivalent provided ℓ satisfies the inequality (2.1).
Let us now assume we are given measures, f (i) ∈ M + (Ω), i = 1 → I, and we want to transport the same amount of mass, m ≤ min{ Ω f (i) }, from each of these distributions onto another measure, g ∈ M + (Ω) with Ω g = m. We need then to solve I unbalanced MK problems (2.10) with f + = f (i) , f − = g. Since these problems are independent, the optimal transportation fluxes Q (i) can also be found, if g was given, by minimizing over
, where
with ℓ sufficiently large; e.g. ℓ > 1 2 diam(Ω). The partial optimal matching problem consists in determining the measure g ∈ M + (Ω) for which the total transportation cost
This leads to the following variational formulation of the partial L 1 optimal matching problem for given ℓ >
We note that in some applications one may want to restrict the support of g to a given set Ω g ⊂ Ω, and hence seek g ∈ M + (Ω g ) satisfying Ωg g = m. In addition, one can simplify the problem by assuming that g ∈ L ∞ (Ω g ) with g ≤ G for a given constant G ≥ m |Ωg| ; which we shall do in this paper.
We end this section with a few remarks about the notation employed in this paper. For our regularized problems in the next section we require, for r ∈ (1, ∞), the reflexive Banach space 
We note that if {µ j } j≥0 is a bounded sequence in M(D), then there exist a subsequence
In addition, we have that lim inf
see e.g. [12, p5] and [16, p223] . Moreover we note that for all
e.g. see the proof of Lemma 2.4 in [5] , which is based on the standard techniques of partition of unity, local change of variable and mollification. Similarly to (2.17a,b), for
Finally, throughout C denotes a generic positive constant independent of the regularization parameter, r ∈ (1, ∞), and the mesh parameter h. Whereas, C s 1 ,s 2 ,···s I denotes a generic positive constant dependent on {s i } I i=1 .
Existence Theory for (P), (U) and (PM) via Regularization
Firstly, we gather together our assumptions on the data. For any r > 1, we regularize the non-differentiable nonlinearity | · | by the strictly convex function
In addition, for r ∈ (1, 2] we have for all b, c ∈ R n that
Existence for (P)
For a given r > 1, on setting p = r r−1 such that
In addition, we introduce
It follows from (3.1), (3.4) and (3.5) that a solution of (P r ) is such that (Q r , q
that is, a regularized version of (P). 
where C ⋆ Ω is the constant appearing in (2.12) with D ≡ Ω. Hence it follows that
where β = 2 (C ⋆ Ω + 1) and so is independent of r and p.
Proof. See the proof of Lemma 2.1 in [5] .
Theorem 3.1 Let the Assumptions (A1) hold. Then for any given r ∈ (1, 2] there exists a unique solution, (Q r , q
where p = r r−1 .
Proof. For proving the existence and uniqueness of a solution to (P r ) and the bounds (3.9a-c); we adapt the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [5] for the balanced case, when m = (f
It follows from (3.10) that
. It follows from (3.7) and (3.11) that there exists Q ρ r ∈ X r (ρ) and
Therefore, on setting Q r := Q r − Q ρ r and q
r , (P r ), (3.3a-e), can be reduced to: Find ( Q r , q
which, on recalling (3.6) and (3.1), is the Euler-Lagrange equation for the minimization problem
As E r ℓ (·, ·) is strictly convex and continuous over the convex set Y r (0, 0, 0), there exists a unique solution ( Q r , q
and hence, in particular with
It is also easily deduced from (3.3a-e) and (3.5) that any solution (Q r , q ± r ) of (P r ) solves (3.15a), and from (3.2) that it is unique. In addition, it follows from (3.14) and ( The bound (3.9a) follows immediately from (3.16a,b), (3.12) and (3.11). Obviously, the introduction of (3.14) is not necessary for proving the existence and uniqueness of (3.6); but is for the convenience in obtaining the bounds (3.9a,b).
Let B ≡ ∇ . , then it follows from (2.13a,b) that B :
Moreover, it follows from (3.8), on noting Lemma I.4.1 and Remark I.4.2 in [17] 
. In addition, we have from (3.8) and (3.3a) that
Choosing v ∓ ≡ 0 in (3.15a), we have that v ± = ∓∇ . v; and hence, on noting (3.3a), that ℓ |q 18) we obtain that (3.3b,c) hold for general v ± ∈ L r (Ω ± r ). Therefore, we have proved that there exists a unique solution to (P r ), (3.3a-e), which is equivalent to the minimization problem (3.6). Furthermore, we have from (3.18) that
Finally, it follows from (3.3a) that
Therefore noting that Ω ± ⊆ Ω ± r , and combining (3.17), (3.9a), (3.19) and (3.20) immediately yield the desired result (3.9b).
Next we are more precise about our choice of regularized data f ± r for (P r ). With f ± ∈ M + (Ω ± ) being the data for problem (P); we then choose, for any r > 1, corresponding regularized data f
and, moreover, that
For general f ± ∈ M + (Ω), the construction (3.21) can be modified, so that (3.22a,b) still hold. For example, one can partition Ω into a finite number of strictly star-shaped sets with "centres" x ℓ and employ the local change of variable τ t (x) = x ℓ + t (x − x ℓ ) for t ∈ (0, 1), inducing a push forward measure, before applying the mollification (3.21); for details see the proof of Lemma 2.4 in [5] , where these techniques are used.
In the theorem below, we will show that the unique solution of (P r ) with the above choice of data f ± r converges, as r → 1, to a solution of:
We now introduce the measure analogues of (3.4) and (3.5).
and
:
It follows from (3.23a-e), (3.24) and (3.25) that a solution of ( P) is such that (Q, q
that is; (P), (2.7), but where we have restricted the support of q ± to Ω ± . Hence, proving existence for ( P) yields existence for (P) too. However, as the solution of (P) is possibly not unique, we do not have the equivalence of the problems ( P) and (P).
Theorem 3.2 Let the
Proof. It follows from (3.9a,b) and (3.22a,b) that for all r sufficiently close to 1
where p ⋆ > n. The subsequence convergence results (3.27a-e), where {Q, (2.9) and noting the compact Sobolev embedding W 1,p ⋆ (Ω) ֒→֒→ C(Ω). As (u r , 1) Ω = 0 for all r > 1, and recalling (3.22b) it follows that the limits {q
Passing to the r j → 1 limit in the r j versions of (3.3d) with η ∈ C(Ω) and (3.3e) yields, on noting (3.27b,c) and (3.22b), that (3.23d,e) hold.
n , we choose v = ξ − Q r j in the r j version of (3.3a) to obtain, on noting (3.1), that
and it follows from (3.27b,d) that
Next we note from (3.27a) and (2.16) that lim inf
Combining (3.29)-(3.32) yields that
Noting (2.17a,b) yields the desired result (3.23a).
Similarly, using (3.27c-e) one can pass to the limit in the r j versions of (3.3b,c) with
, to obtain (3.23b,c) with
then yields the desired results (3.23b,c). Hence we have that (Q, q ± , u, λ
In the next two subsections, we adapt the arguments above for (P) to show the existence of (U), (2.10), and (PM), (2.11), respectively. In both cases, we just briefly state the key differences.
Existence for (U )
As we saw in Section 2, if we solve (P), (2.7), with
Hence existence of a solution to (U), (2.10), follows immediately from our existence proof for (P) above. However, as our numerical approximation of (U) is based on the discretization of a regularized problem (U r ) for r > 1, we now show that (U r ) converges to (U) as r → 1.
We shall assume here, in addition to the assumptions (A1), that Ω is star-shaped and
For a given r ∈ (1, r 0 ), we then consider the following problem : (Ω) such that there exists a subsequence {Q r j } r j >1 , where Q r is the unique solution of (U r ), such that (3.27a,b) hold as r j → 1.
. Similarly to (3.32), we have on noting (3.27a,b) and (2.16) that lim inf
Similarly to (3.30), we have that lim sup
Hence, it follows on combining the above that
Without loss of generality, we assume that the "centre" of the star-shaped Ω is the origin, and set d := dist(0, ∂Ω). Let j ∈ C ∞ (R n ), with compact support in B(0, 1), such that
For any ε > 0, let
where j ε (x) = ε −n j(ε −1 x); and let τ ε : R n → R n be such that τ ε (x) = (1 + ε) −1 x inducing the push forward τ ε# : M(R n ) → M(R n ), see e.g. [2, p32] . We extend J ε and τ ε# in the natural way, so that
n and {v k } k≥1 satisfy (2.17a,b) as k → ∞ . We note that
In addition, we note that for any r ∈ [1, ∞) and any v ∈ L r (Ω) that 
Hence, a solution to
that is, (2.10) exists (which is already known for more general data via (P)) and, moreover, is the limit of the solutions to the regularized problems (U r ) as r → 1.
Existence for (PM)
Similarly to the previous subsection, we shall assume here, in addition to the assumptions (A1), that Ω is star-shaped and that the non-negative f (i) ∈ L r 0 (Ω), i = 1 → I, for some r 0 > 1. In addition, we assume that m ∈ (0, min i=1→I { Ω f (i) }], and Ω g is an open Lipschitz subset of Ω. Moreover, we will assume that for a given constant G ≥ m |Ωg|
where
as opposed to g ∈ M + (Ω g ), with Ωg g = m.
For a given r ∈ (1, r 0 ), we then consider the following problem
(PM r ) is the Euler-Lagrange system for the strictly convex minimization problem: Find Q
Hence, there exists a unique solution ({Q
, g r ) to (PM r ), (3.46a,b) and (3.47) are equivalent problems; and moreover,
It follows from (3.48) that there exist
, g r ) is the unique solution of (PM r ), such that
hold as r j → 1.
For any ξ
. Similarly to (3.32), we have on noting (3.49a-c) and (2.16) that lim inf
Hence, it follows on combining the above that (3.52) . It follows from (2.17b), (3.40), (3.41) and (3.42) that for any η ∈ K G (m)
Hence, there exists a solution to
that is, (2.11) with the restriction of g to Ω g and the upper bound constraint G on g.
4 Finite Element Approximation of (P r ), (U r ) and (PM r )
For ease of exposition, we assume the following.
(A2) Let n ≤ 3 with Ω, Ω ± and Ω g polytopes, if n ≥ 2. Let {T h } h>0 be a regular family of partitionings of Ω into disjoint open simplices σ with h σ := diam(σ) and h := max σ∈T h h σ , so that
We shall also assume that there exists r 0 ∈ (1, 4 3 ], required for the proof of Lemma 4.1 below, such that for all r ∈ (1, r 0 )
Let ν ∂σ be the outward unit normal to ∂σ, the boundary of σ. We then introduce
In order for our finite element approximation to be practical, we introduce
where {P 
4.1 Approximation of (P r )
Our fully practical approximation of (P r ) for given r ∈ (1, r 0 ), recall (4.2), by V h 0 and S h , on employing (4.4), is then:
where (±) means with or without these subscripts and superscripts. It follows for all
Then, similarly to (3.4) and (3.5), we introduce for
It follows from (3.1), (4.9) and (4.10) that a solution of (P h r ) is such that (Q h r , q
0 be the generalised interpolation operator satisfying
where ∂σ ≡ ∪ n+1 i=1 ∂ i σ and ν ∂ i σ are the corresponding outward unit normals on ∂ i σ. It follows that
In addition, we have for all σ ∈ T h and any s ∈ (1, ∞] that
e.g. see [15, Lemma 3 .1] and the proof given there for s ≥ 2 is also valid for any s ∈ (1, ∞]; and, if v is sufficiently smooth, that
We have the following discrete version of Lemma 3.1
Lemma 4.1 Let the Assumptions (A1) and (A2) hold. Then for all r ∈ (1, r 0 ) with
where µ r ∈ R >0 is independent of h, but possibly dependent on r. Hence it follows that
Proof. See the proof of Lemma 3.1 in [5] . Proof. The proof is a discrete analogue of the proof of Theorem 3.1. First, we set
are defined by (3.10). It follows from (4.16), (4.8) and (3.11) that there exists Q ρ,h r ∈ X r (P h ρ) and
Therefore, on setting Q (4.20) which is the Euler-Lagrange equation for the strictly convex minimization problem , q
It is also easily deduced from (4.6a-e) and (4.10) that any solution (Q h r
, q
±,h r ) of (P The bound (4.18a) follow immediately from (4.23a,b), (4.19) and (3.11) .
Similarly to the proof of Theorem 3.1, we have that that there exists a unique u h r ∈ S h M satisfying (4.6a). In addition, we have from (4.17), (4.6a) and (4.5) that
Choosing v ∓,h ≡ 0 in (4.22a), we have that v ±,h = ∓∇ . v h ; and hence, on noting (4.6a), that ℓ |q
we obtain that (4.6b,c) hold for general v ±,h ∈ S h ± . Therefore, we have proved that there exists a unique solution to (P h r ), (4.6a-e), which is equivalent to the minimization problem (4.11). Furthermore, we have from (4.25) that , q
where (Q r , q
is the unique solution of (P r ).
Proof. The results (4.27a-e) follow immediately for a subsequence {(Q
It follows from (4.27c) that we may may pass to the limit in the h j version of (4.6e) to obtain (3.3e), on recalling (4.2). For any η ∈ L p (Ω), we choose η h = P h η ∈ S h in the h j version of (4.6d). Noting (4.27b,c), and (4.8), we obtain the desired result (3.3d).
in the h j versions of (4.6a-c). Hence we have, on noting (3.1), that
We have from (4.5), (3.1) and (4.27a,c) that 
Hence, there exists a unique solution Q h r ∈ V h 0 to (U h r ); and moreover, we have, on noting (4.5) and (4.8) , that ) ≤ E r,h j ℓ (I h j ξ). Passing to the h j → 0 limit in this, on noting (4.15), (4.8), (4.14b), (4.30), (4.27b) and (3.1), yields that
we have that (4.35) remains true for all ξ ∈ V r 0 (Ω), which is equivalent to (U r ), (3.34). As the solution of (U r ) is unique, the whole sequence {Q h r } h>0 converges in (4.27a,b) . Finally, the analogue of Remark 4.1 holds for (U h r ).
Approximation of (PM r )
Similarly to subsection 3.3, we assume that the non-negative
we introduce the convex sets
For a given r ∈ (1, r 0 ), we then consider the following fully practical approximation of (PM r ) by V h 0 and S h :
is the Euler-Lagrange system for the strictly convex minimization problem: Find
For a given constant µ > 0, we consider the following iterative method for solving the constrained problem (4.6a-e):
where (Q g for some λ satisfy the constraints in the case of the partial MK, (P h r ), and optimal matching (PM h r ), problems. Clearly, replacing this nonlinear term as |v j | r−2 v j+1 at the (j + 1) th iteration is not possible as r < 2 and |v j | can be zero. Our iterative scheme is based instead on the following regularized representation of this nonlinear term,
where |v| ε := |v| 2 + ε 2 for 0 < ε ≪ 1; and so all terms are well defined. In addition, over-relaxation v j+1 = α v ∈ S h ± , we then apply the following iterative loop for j ≥ 0; where to simplify the notation, we will omit the indices involving k, r and h on the iterates:
Numerical Experiments
To test our numerical schemes we solved several two-dimensional examples. Solutions to MK and optimal matching problems are often singular; so to approximate such solutions and to determine more accurately the free boundaries of the transportation domains we used an adaptive finite element mesh; see [5] for the details of the refinement/coarsening algorithm. Coarse initial meshes with 1300-1800 triangles have been adaptively refined twice in most examples, yielding final meshes containing several thousand triangles. In the partial MK problems, (P h r ), the mesh was refined wherever the fluxes Q h r and q ±,h r changed rapidly. Typically, these rapid changes of the auxiliary fluxes q ±,h r occur on the free boundaries of transportation domains; we used this observation to determine the free boundaries efficiently. Although the auxiliary fluxes are eliminated from the unbalanced and optimal matching problems, (U h r ) and (PM h r ), we calculated them when solving these problems for the purposes of mesh adaption and the determination of the free boundary.
In all the examples below we chose r = 1 + 10 −7 and ε = 10 −7 . The domain Ω was either a unit square, in which case we chose ℓ = 1 2 √ 2, or a unit square with a section removed; in the latter case the value ℓ = 2 was sufficient to satisfy the necessary condition (2.1). We note that, provided (2.1) was satisfied, the value of ℓ did not influence the solution and the auxiliary fluxes were always non-negative. However, the value of ℓ did influence the convergence of the iterations and, although for the smaller value of ℓ we used over-relaxation with α = 1.5, which led to a moderate acceleration in the partial and unbalanced MK problems; computations with ℓ = 2 were performed with α = 1 (no over-relaxation). Similarly, no over-relaxation was used for the partial optimal matching problems.
The Matlab Partial Differential Equations toolbox was used for the domain triangulation, and subdomains, Ω ± and Ω g , with curved boundaries were approximated by a union of triangles. We refer to [4] for the Matlab realization of the lowest order Raviart-Thomas element in R 2 . With probability one any delta functions used as sources or sinks lied in the interior of a triangle, so no smoothing of these discrete sources/sinks was necessary.
The parameters for the augmented Lagrangian method for the equality and the inequality constraints in all examples were µ = ρ = 1. The iterations have been performed until all constraints were satisfied up to a given tolerance ε AL . Thus, for the partial MK problems, the conditions were On the k th iteration of the augmented Lagrangian algorithm, the solution of the nonlinear algebraic system (5.1a-c) was computed until the tolerance ε k N L = ε N L / √ k using (6.2a-c), so that the accuracy increased gradually with k. More precisely, let E h be the set of all internal edges and φ h e (x) the basis vector function associated with the edge e ∈ E h in the Raviart-Thomas finite element space V Example 5. Unbalanced and balanced MK problems with discrete sinks. If, in the configuration of example 3, we take f − to be the sum of three delta functions at the same locations as before, but now each with its weight equal to the mass transported to that sink in example 3, then the problem is now an unbalanced one with the same solution. Solving the unbalanced problem, (U h r ), on a mesh of approximately five thousand triangles with ε N L = 3 · 10 −5 we obtained free boundaries that are visually identical to those obtained in example 3; and the total cost estimates differed by 0.6%. We present two more examples with the same source and three equal point sinks in the same locations as before. In the first one (Fig. 5, left) the delta sinks each have the weight 1 6 ; this is again an unbalanced problem with m = . In the second the weights are 1 3 , so m = Ω f + = Ω f − and the problem is balanced; and hence there is no free boundary as both auxiliary fluxes are zero. The solution (Fig. 5, right) obtained from (U in the other half; in this case the mesh contained about five thousand triangles. The matching domain shrinks as the value of G increases; in the limit G → ∞ (not covered by our theoretical analysis) the optimal matching occurs at the leading edge of the boundary of Ω g . Solving the same problem with G = 10 10 and an adapted mesh of about 3500 triangles (Fig. 7, right) , we obtained that g h r is supported in a single layer of triangles along the leading border of Ω g ; the constraint g ≤ G was inactive in this case. In both of these examples we set ε AL = 10 −4 and ε N L = 10 −3 . (arrows); the computed boundaries of the transportation domains (red lines) and of the matching domains (blue lines).
